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Signup Agreement for entering D’ Singing Technique Pro Singing Classes

ClLASS OPTIONS – Check the box for your Class Option Below:
30 Min Get A Taste Class / 30 Min Kids Class

$ 50

| € 40

1 Hour Pro Singing Class

$ 85

| € 70

4 Hours Pro Singing Classes

$ 300

| € 255

10 Hours Pro Singing Classes

$ 700

| € 600

Reoccurring Monthly Assignment:
Nr. classes/Month | $
- Cancellation at any point in time at the end of the month
(type the amount of class/month and your payment)
Discounted Deal - Old Rates / Family Discount
(type your Class Option, Currency, and your Discounted
Amount)

REQUIREMENTS – Check the boxes to agree with OK:
Even though you will be provided with a Zoom link to a virtual classroom, make
sure to have an app that allows you to video chat, just in case something is not
working. Google Hangout, FaceTime, Facebook Chat, etc.

Our Meeting will be recorded and afterwards sent to you. This way you have all
information saved, something to practice with, and don't have to necessarily write
things down. Also, It provides proof that our class has taken place.

Make sure you have all of the following ready when entering your Class:
A medium to very good Microphone
A medium to very good Headphones or Speakers
A medium to very good Web-Camera
A very good Internet Connection

Make sure you have a Space ready in which you can focus on your Class.
PLACES TO AVOID: while driving, in the car, at the job, while baby sitting, in a
library, where there are great distractions etc. …

TERMS and CONDITIONS for cancellation, or rescheduling of an appointment:
You will be provided with a link to an automatic booking system that will let you
book your class at your convenience. It automatically adjusts to your Time Zone
and blocks times that are already taken, or not available.
Once you secure your Time-Slot, you can Cancel/Reschedule within 24h before
class. A missed class will NOT BE REFUNDED! I understand that a refund of a
Time-Slot will only be permitted if the teacher happens to be absent.

PAYMENT METHOD - Check the box that applies.
PayPal: dissinotra@icloud.com
Bank Account:
Julie Spahn
IBAN: DE82 7015 0000 1006 5760 35
BIC: SSKMDEMMXXX
Bank Institute: Stadtsparkasse München

Electronically Sign with your Name, Email (not mandatory) and Date below:
Name

Email

Date
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